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About This Game

Tiles is a fast-paced action puzzle game that will both convolute your mind and burn your finger tips!

It's simple, get from the green tile to the red whilst clearing the blue tiles in between. Consider your moves carefully though as
you might regret them later. Oh, and do it fast because the very ground beneath you is falling!

You can also build your own challenges using the fully featured level editor. Every level created for the game was in fact created
with the in game editor.
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This is where things get really fun, you can publish your creations and share them with the world! Every player created level has
the ability for players to upvote, favorite, and rate the difficulty of the level.

90 increasingly difficult built-in levels

Fully featured level editor

Player created levels world

Full gamepad support

Local multiplayer

Original music
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I'm enjoying it so far.

A lot of the frustrations early players will experience is because they're probably not clearing the rooms and they're running
around like a headless chicken. I got about 12 days deep, just killing random mobs and upgrading my equipment, before I even
got my first raid, because I was killing every potential raid mob. But it still felt devasating to lose my♥♥♥♥♥♥like that.

Once you actually start getting stuff to make the game easier you'll have more fun. First of all, you get double jump. Then
you're getting energy passive regain, then you get glide on your cape. Then you start to realise mechanics of the game. Hitting
light switches is a thing, if you do that in every room you visit there'll be no raids. If you farm rats from the rat holes, they drop
gems which is a really nice money income in a pinch. The slot machines seem rigged in your favour, you always seem to get a
net gain from them with the 500 rewards being pretty common.

Then you're relying on grinding chests for that blueprint you need to upgrade your sword. (probably the best weapon in game, as
far as i'm aware)

Then, one day, you get the backpack. Going from 6 inventory to 10 is freaking huge.
Your base expands, you get lucky drops, and you're sorted.

I've been enjoying this game a lot, even though after 13 hours i've failed to progress in the story at all due to the room rng. I
almost did, but an enemy bugged out the room and I couldn't complete my objective, a shame, sure. I've seen the complaints and
they're pretty accurate, but at it's core it's a working game with a fun, addictive upgrading system. Seeing your base upgrade
around you is really neat. The roguelike dives into the home are always pretty fun.

After 13 hours, I feel like things are finally coming into place for me. I finally got the luck I was needing last run and got my
backpack and the sword recipe I needed to go from rank 2 to rank 5.

Now all I need is bolts / cash money to upgrade my gear and this house will be mine.
I would consider myself a rather impatient gamer, yet this game this kept my attention.

I think that's worthy of a thumbs up in my book, a very pleasant surprise from the Bundle I got this in.
. Awesome puzzle game!

It starts pretty easy, but it gets more and more complex and you progress and at some point you really have to think hard to solve
the puzzles. The basics are simple, you have a couple of modules you can use in order to move a white dot from the start to the
finish, but the amount of things you can do with those simple modules is incredible, and the levels are really really well designed
to make you think hard and figure out all of the possibilities.

On the design side, the game is beautiful and the sounds are really good! One complaint would be that the interface isn't adapted
for horizontal screens. The game started as an iOS game and so it looks like you have an iPad in the middle of your screen. The
different buttons could have been place on the sides to leave more room for the actual level, which could have taken more space
on the screen. It would be nice also if the game would detect the screen orientation so it would rotate if you want to play it
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vertically on a Windows tablet. It'd be nice if they could add controller support also. It shouldn't be too hard and it would work
great with a controller since the game is a grid with simple controls.

Talking about tablets, the game works great on a touchscreen! I added the "Touch-Friendly" tag to the game, but more people
need to add it for the game to be officially tagged as touch-friendly, so if you have a minute, please add the tag so this game gets
more visibility for people playing on tablets!

This game is freakin' amazing. If you like puzzles that really make you think, you can't go wrong with this one!. One of the
better uses of 10 bucks I've spent in awhile. Basically, this was the only part of Retribution I was looking forward to so...
perfect.
I just wonder how future Last Stand updates will be integrated\/payed for.... personally i like this game cause it reminds me alot
of geometry dash which it probably should for alot of people but also i like it caue it has trading cards so I can play and lvl up
my profile at ease
. Love this game. Been a fan of platforme style games and played super monkey ball a fair bit. Very enjoyable way to burn
through some hours and not notice. Very asthetically pleasing as well as challenging. Well worth the price.. I'm having a hard
time deciding which is worse: Titus or "Classic" Bubsy

Titus goes way back to DOS days of gaming, I think. The only reason I can see someone picking this game up is nostalgia. It
should be noted that this game HAS NOT aged well. I hate saying this because this game is not in the same category as other
poorly made games but is suffers from "Castlevania 2-itis". I adore Castlevania 2 despite its infamy and Bubsy would be another
clear-cut example ( I hate the game love the mascot). People that have spent their entire childhood playing games like this due to
curiosity, determination, or lack of budget will appreciate this game but I feel that it will not be so well recieved by the general
public of today.

Remember that this is DOS. The colors and backgrounds are VERY outdated to the point where it is almost distracting. The
music is also very forgettable, too. Titus does have one idle SPRITE not animation which is far more appreciated than you think
it is. Basically, this game is kinda like playing a 4-bit game on the Game Gear. The worst offending feature of this game is the
lack of damage invincibilty. The minute your feet touch the ground you can be immediately pegged again without remorse and
enemies are sprinkled very vigorously throughout the levels. There is a level select so if you have trouble just skip, I guess.

DO NOT PAY $10 FOR THIS! I paid $1. I'm not trying to be too hard on this game and I know that it is next to impossible to
expect a complete revamp when there is no budget and public amnesia on who this character is. "Vintage" collectors, hipsters,
and people who appreciate this game the way I appreciate Castlevania 2 and other that appreciate Bubsy may be the only ones
who will dip into their pockets for a purchase. Again, I try to think of as broad of an audience as I can when I decide on whether
or not to recommend games and based on that I just can't recommend. You will always have a place in my heart, though.. a
promising intro that took me back to my C64 gaming days was quickly crushed with the poor controls, choppy performance
(sure, give me a retro game, but at least make it playable) - a totally pointless nostalgia cash-in... for a minute there I thought this
would be a step back in time to a simpler gaming time... instead we get poorly implemented, imprecise chopiness... avoid..
Quick summary for you guys

This game is a solid step forward for the game developer genre and a great deal at $11.49 CDN. I've played quite a bit of a very
similar game (Game Dev Tycoon) and I will say that this game does what the other left me wanting. On the flip side of the coin,
Game Dev Studio does show a few signs here and there of still being rough around the edges a bit.

If you havent played GDT and youre coming into Game Dev Studio blind, I'd say you'll be rewarted by a decently well rounded
game developer simulator.

Now the details

If I were reviewing Cities Skylines when it was first released, I would have had a hard time not comparing it to the best Sim City
release so I'm trying to forgive myself for comparing this title to Game Dev Tycoon heavily.

GDT is a great game and it feels really well balanced and the interface is polished. I must admit though that while playing it I
felt as though even as the developer of the games I was making, I had little control over the overall quality of the end result. I
remember thinking that when polishing games I'd be able to invest all the additional time I wanted so as to improve the end-
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result but that not being the case.

Game Dev Studio handles polishing differently, allowing you to invest the time you want in order to release the game you want
to release albeit at a cost. Another feature I felt was an improvement over GDT was that when adding new technologies to your
engine, you can either author an entirely new engine from scratch, update the old engine with the features or redesign&rebuild
the pre-exising engine (revamp). This gives you more control over your engine which I felt was a nice addition.

As mentioned, the game does however feel somewhat rough around the edges. Some examples: The game still autosaves every 5
minutes while the game is paused. Some menu items behave differently than others in an unexpected way. For example, if you
want to advertise your game, you select the 'advertise' option and choose the type of advertisement in a sub menu. However, if
instead you select "Extend work period" ... Now straight off it isnt entirely clear what actions and consequences this function
will do but also, clicking on it appears to do nothing unless youre paying close attention to the fact that it nearly tripples your
polishing time... No sub menu, no confirmation dialogue No hover-over context window explaining what it is. Obviously
though, once you know what youre doing, its all chill and I'm sure the tutorial that I didnt do covers it but just give people like
me a little bit of information in a context menu popup when you hover over the button and we're all good! ... And maybe a
popup that says "Are you sure you want to triple polishing time BRUH?!?"

But yea, its overall a great game and if you enjoyed GDT, you should absolutely pick this game up!

-

I just wanted to make a quick addition that since writing this review, the developer has added support for MMO games as well
as announcing an upcoming update which allows for the development of proprietary consoles. I'm pretty impressed!!. This is an
All-In-One.
Is a simple game creation tool and a powerful engine (if you want to see like that). I'm using RPG Maker 2003 more than 10
years ago (by unofficial translations before this first occidental release) and I just can say is awesome. You might look maybe as
a "oh, a game generator with limitations", but it's not. With it you can create a complete 16-bit-style (SNES) RPG game, with
the default resources included in it, or creating yours (or downloading somewhere in internet, is full of original resources or
ripped from other commercial games). How about programming? Is very basic, based in "events" that trigger if you do
something or walking into some place, or if that "switch/variable" takes X value, so you don't have to learn actually any
language... For example, with RPG Maker 2003 you can perfectly do RPG games like Final Fantasy 6 or Chrono Trigger.

It introduces me into game-programming, music composing, some basic pixel-art composing, etc. And don't worry if this
doesn't have some features like scripting system like XP and newer RPG Makers. Old-school RPG Maker developers will solve
that issues in following way: If there's no a feature, we will create them by building engines (customized events to recreate
features like Action-RPG, custom battle systems, custom menus, etc).

There's a must-do if you want to build a videogame, but you don't have any experience.
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Partial spoilers? Anyway. I've only played a little of this game, if only because it's kind of confusing. It's swimming in the wake
of papers please, of course. And I think it does a rather well job with the setting. The characters come off as annoying. I get that
guy 1 has such a bleeding heart he can't get enough bandages in the world. I get that the others are just kind of trying to survive.
But after every day that just gets kind of shoved in my face. I'm happy it's not a carbon copy of the game with different paint
like all of the minecraft copies. And, frankly, the worst part since I've last played is the inability to tell me how I changed stats.
In Papers Please when you make a mistake it tells you what you messed up. I tried to start off as a loyalist because I thought
that'd be easier and simple and nice to start. But sometimes I'd end up accidentally posting slander to the government? I guess? I
can't exactly tell what I'd done wrong, only that I had done something wrong. And with around 4 different stories with changable
titles and contents it's hard to tell what is exactly slander. I've been given a rulebook and I'm given a grade but no teacher has
come by to actually tell me what I did wrong. Which I'd appreciate and if it was implemented I'd actually fully recommend this
game. But it's a time waster, I guess. $10 is a fine price for it though.. Fun and addictive. Many others reviewers have covered
the various nuances of the game so I thought I would provide a "Can I play it?" Informational. (Synopsis at end for those looking
for the short and sweet, so to speak.)

I am 6'6" and have just enough room in my game den to pretty much stand in the center and spin around with my arms stretched
out. That should have been enough space to meet the minum for a 'room' setup, however Vive claims it's not, so I ended up
setting it up as as standing-only setup. This game claims you need a 2m x 1.5m play area, but I figured I would give it a shot and
if it didn't work I could refund the game.

Turns out 'standing only' works just fine! The table was right next to me and I was able to reach everything with no issues. A
wheelchair-bound buddy of mine was also able to play this game just fine, as he could still see over the table while seated.

TL:DR - This game is also playable if you have a 'standing only' Vive setup.. This. This soundtrack. It's more than worth buying
the game for, even if you don't get any enjoyment out of the rest of it.

My only problem with it is that it's not ordered correctly. I enjoyed it in alphabetical order, but once I put it in the order it's
supposed to be in, it gelled so much better!. quot;Hello..."

"Hello..."

"Farts"

"He he he"

"Follow me"

"Okay..."

Childhood restored. still good game,be better if could get online,if theres a way to fix that problem please let me know. I used to
play this game when I was a lot younger, and still love it now as much as I did then. Aside from trying to place every building in
the most efficient spot possible, the combination of functionality and aesthetics is the most enjoyable part for me. It hasn't
changed much, and I am hoping for a bigger community to play this game, but it is still very fun to play. If this game could be
modded somehow, I think this game could reach even a greater potential.. A very enjoyable adventure game.

The art is lovely and the story compelling. It's always refreshing to have a game set in the contemporary real world (rather than
another fantasy or sci-fi setting), and likewise great to have one in Southeast Asia, which very much seems an underrepresented
region in games.

Veterans of the genre will likely not be challenged much, but the puzzle difficulty seems well-judged for most players. It's never
frustrating, and the hints do enough to gently nudge the player towards the solution without giving it away.

Solid title all around.
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